
 

 
 

 
 

PRESS RELEASE 
 

16th edition of Mawazine Rhythms of the World Festival 

 
 

 
Ellie Goulding opening for Mawazine 

The 30 million album sold artist will perform her biggest hits on the 
OLM stage on Friday, May 12th. 

 
 
Rabat March 28th, 2017: Great coup for Mawazine! Ellie Goulding will           
enchant Rabat with her biggest hits. The British artist with the soft voice             
will perform at the OLM on Friday May 12th for a concert that the public               
is not likely to forget. 
 
With her exhilarating electro-pop melodies, the vivacious Ellie Goulding         
quickly started enjoying a unique status in the world of music. As a             
matter of fact, she is a very influential singer with a large presence on              
the social networks. No less than 13 million subscribers on Instagram,           
13 million fans on Facebook and more than 6 million followers on            
Twitter to date.  
 
Released in 2010, Lights, her debut album, was a hit with her fabulous             
single Under the Sheets, which shot the artist straight into the UK charts             
at No. 1. 
 
As a very prolific artist, Ellie features on two occasions with Calvin            
Harris for I Need Your Love in 2013 and Outside in 2014. She also              
composed Mirror, for Katniss Everdeen’s adventure movie, The Hunger         
Games: Catching Fire. Love me like you do from the movie Fifty Shades             
of Grey is another title of hers with tremendous success among her fans             
worldwide. In August 2016, Ellie released a new single for the trailer of             
the romantic comedy Bridget Jones Baby. 



 

 
At the peak of her career, Ellie now performs in stadiums and major             
music festivals, such as Lollapalooza and Coachella. To this day, the           
beautiful blonde with the golden voice has three top raking singles as            
the best titles in the United Kingdom; more than 30 million albums sold             
in the world as well as a Brit Awards for the Best Female Solo Artist and                
Critics Choice. 
 
Useful Information: 
16th edition of Mawazine Rhythms of the World Festival. 

Ellie Goulding’ concert will take place on the OLM Souissi Stage 
on Friday May 12th 2017. 
 

About Mawazine Rhythms of the World Festival 
 
Established in 2001, the Mawazine Rhythms of the World Festival is the            
essential rendezvous for music amateurs in Morocco with, for the last           
15 years, over 2 million festivalgoers at each edition. Held every month            
of May over nine days, Mawazine offers a rich and diversified program            
where world stars from the four corners of the world make of the cities              
of Rabat and Salé a world stage for music. Committed to promote            
Moroccan Music, the Festival devotes more than half of its shows to            
national artists. As a firm believer in the in values of peace, tolerance             
openness and respect, 90% of the concerts are free of charge so that             
everybody can enjoy it. Mawazine also participates in the region’s          
economy, attracting tourists from all over the world; thus making of           
Morocco once every year a world music stage. 
 
About Maroc Cultures Association: 
 
Created In compliance with the provisions of November 15, 1958 Dahir, 
and further to a General Assembly held in Rabat on October 23, 2001, 
Maroc Cultures is a non-profit association whose main mission is to 
offer to the public of Rabat-Salé-Zemmour-Zaër region a highly 
professional cultural and artistic entertainment worthy of the capital of 
the kingdom. Echoing the fundamental values of His Majesty King 
Mohammed VI development policy, Maroc Cultures materializes this 
mission through Mawazine Rhythms of the World Festival as well as 
various events, multi-disciplinary symposia, plastic art exhibitions and 



 

concerts. 

 
 

 


